
WHY INTERNET CENSORSHIP SHOULD BE ALLOWED

Internet censorship is the ability to restrict specific websites or online content from being viewed. . state compared to
industry competitors who would be allowed to sell online. Should it be a government, an oversight committee, or
yourself?.

That it is hard to censor the internet does not mean we should not seek to do so, it is extremely d The
advantage of allowing internet censorship is that content which is violent, obscene, or dangerous can be
immediately blocked. One of the fastest growing crimes in the world today is identity theft. What does that
mean for you? Anti-censorship Those with the authority to regulate online communication should not have the
sole right to determine what constitutes harmful speech. One difference is that national borders are more
permeable online: residents of a country that bans certain information can find it on websites hosted outside
the country. Although fake information can be restricted through internet censorship, so can real information.
The internet, which has become a huge repository of video and sound for example, the speeches from hiding
of Osama Bin Laden should be attached the same level of power and regulated accordingly. You can literally
get 15 minutes of infamy with technology today. Who watches the watchers? Publishers, authors, and ISPs
may be subject to civil lawsuits. A government should have the power to prosecute actions taken by citizens
on the internet if those actions are a security risk. Publishers and authors may accept bribes to include,
withdraw, or slant the information they present. The laws, cultural norms, institutional processes, and various
other mechanisms involved in that society help to create high levels of social control. However circumvention
may not be possible by non-tech-savvy users, so blocking and filtering remain effective means of censoring
the Internet access of large numbers of users. In extreme circumstances, individuals would have their social
media profiles constantly examined by law enforcement to ensure they were complying with local laws. Truly
offensive material such as hardcore pornography and extreme racial hatred are no different simply because
they are published on the world wide web as opposed to a book or video. It may take place when a law is
issued by the government, through societal regulation, or even when someone purposely edits content in a way
that prevents others from accessing it. Internet comprises of every bit of information about everything that has
been explored till date and the various platforms that provide various channels to be used on internet make it
even more effective and popular. The risk is too high that a repressive entity will decide speaking against it at
all must be hate speech. The internet should be no exception to these basic standards. Such an action would
limit innovation in many sectors. Whoever would have that role would be the supreme position to control
global information. In some cases the censoring authorities may surreptitiously block content to mislead the
public into believing that censorship has not been applied. Censorship is tailored to the power of the medium.


